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Growing importance of noncompetes
Brief review of the basics
Consideration
Noncompetes in M & A transactions
Nonsolicitation provisions

Of customers
Of employees

Emerging and ancillary issues 



How did we get here?
What and where are our options?
Is the agreement enforceable?
What does litigation involve?
How can I stop this from happening?





Noncompetition 
Agreement



Prevent unfair competition
Critical value of intellectual property 
Increased mobility of employees
Ease of removal of IP 

Email
Thumb drives, PDA, smartphones
CDs and DVDs 
WikiLeaks 1 CD!

Changing employee 
perceptions of what is 
acceptable to take/use 



Types of restrictive agreements:

1. Pure noncompete agreements
2. Nonsolicitation of customers/employees
3. Nondisclosure/confidentiality 

agreements



A matter of state law
Choice of law/venue provisions are critical

Most states address through common law, but
An increasing number of statutory restrictions:

California Bus. & Prof. Code §16600
Recent statutes in Oregon and Georgia
Hotly debated proposed statute in Massachusetts
Other states with statutes: Colorado, Louisiana, Montana, 
Hawaii, Texas, Wisconsin, Florida, Oklahoma, N. Dakota
Statutes limited to specific professions, e.g. broadcasters 



Degree 
Of

Protection

High

Low

Enforceability HighLow

Nondisclosure
Agreement

Noncompete
Agreement

Nonsolicitation
Agreement



Disfavored by the courts restraint of trade
However, generally enforced to the extent they 
are reasonable, and 
No greater than necessary to protect former 
employer s legitimate interests, and
Does not impose undue hardship on employee, 
and
Not injurious to the public



What is the legitimate business interest being 
protected?

Trade secrets/proprietary information? OK

Customer goodwill? OK

Significant investment in special training?           OK

Employee provides special/unique services? OK

Restrict competition? NOT OK

Retribution? NOT OK



Is the restriction reasonable and no greater than 
necessary?  Focus will be on:

1. Duration of restriction
2. Geographic scope or customer focus
3. Scope and nature of activity restricted

- Critical definition



As part of initial offer of employment? = 
- OK

In exchange for continued at-will employment?
- Increasingly           NOT OK

May be subject to statutory restrictions -
Oregon



Other things of value to employee:
Access to confidential information
Access to customer goodwill and relationships
Specialized training
Promotion
Stock grants
Cash
Stock option grants? Possibly.



Typically an essential element 
of deal
Longer durations up to 5 
years more enforceable than 
in pure employment context
Make sure employment 
agreement and APA 
noncompetes work together 
appropriately 



What is solicitation?
Nonsolicitation of customers

May depend on whether information regarding 
customers used to solicit is a trade secret
Probably invalid in California - Edwards

Nonsolicitation of employees raiding
No Hire agreements

Antitrust issues 
State law issues - Wisconsin



Corporate restructuring/ M & A
Assignability of noncompetes
Personal service contracts or simple contracts?
Changing related employers

Public policy exceptions:
Physicians
Lawyers

Competing vs. preparing to compete ?
Variations in blue pencil rules
More states adopting noncompete statutes
Inevitable disclosure doctrine



Is garden leave (required 90 day advance 
notice of resignation) a viable option to a 
noncompete?

Bear Stearns case in Massachusetts



As of 1/1/08, noncompetes are voidable in Oregon 
unless they meet following:
Only apply to salaried exempt employees whose total 
compensation exceeds median income for family of 4
Employee must have access to trade secrets or other 
sensitive proprietary information
Enforced only up to 2 years
Employer must provide 2-week notice that 
noncompete is a condition of employment (unless 
executed in connected with a bona fide advancement 
of employee)





How did we get here?
What and where are our options?
Is the agreement enforceable?
What does litigation involve?
How can I stop this from happening?



59% admit they steal company data
67% used employer's confidential information to get a 
new job
68% are planning on using e-mail lists, customer lists, 
and employee records they stole
Only 15% of employers review materials taken by 
departing employee     Symantec/Ponemon Institute 2009 Survey

Those who trust to chance must abide by the results 
of chance Calvin Coolidge



Find signed agreement
Collect evidence (computer, 
e-mails, files, co-workers, 
customers)
Consider communicating with 
new employer
Cease and desist



Location, location, location
Choice of law
Venue state, federal, or arbitration



Equitable result?
Protectable interest?
Parties' intent?
Reasonable restrictions?



Necessary for protection of 
business/goodwill?

Duration
Scope Geography and 
Market/Industry
Nature of Info



Greater restraint than 
reasonably necessary?

Overbroad
Punishment
Blue pencil/equitable 
reformation



Public policy
Doctors?
Lawyers?
Others?



Consideration
Waiver/release/selective enforcement
Proper parties
Signed agreement
Harm



Breach of K
Breach of fiduciary duty
Misappropriation of trade 
secrets
Tortious interference
Computer fraud & abuse
Unjust enrichment
Unfair competition
Conversion
RICO



TRO
Expedited 
discovery
Preliminary 
injunction
18 months of 
litigation 
compressed into 
a few weeks



Evidence

Fairness and Equity

Story-telling



Public proceedings
Intense and expensive compressed schedule
Bond
Effect on other employees
Effect on customers
Counterclaims



Keep signed agreement
Narrowly tailor agreement
Exit interview/certification
Eliminate access
Check social networking
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